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With the
competition
between China and
the U.S. escalating,
Fintech is expected
to become one of
the center elements
of the technology
race. This report is a
brief introduction to
the industry.
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KEY POINTS
Financial technology (Fintech) is disrupting the financial industry by providing
services that are faster, cheaper, safer, more convenient, more diverse, and more
environmental-friendly.
Fintech is growing rapidly with more than 20,000 startups across the world
competing in the arena.
Existing financial and technology hubs are at the center of fintech
development.
The development of Fintech has profound industrial, economical, and
political implications.
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Fintech at a glimpse
What is Fintech
Financial technology, usually known as Fintech, refers to technology that helps
improve financial services.
The Fintech industry involves a collection of financial products, technologies, and
business models.

Fintech as a game changer
Fintech brings disruptive power into the industry by providing services that are:
Accessible: Financial services can be accessed anywhere at anytime.
Faster: Many financial activities are processed by computers instead of human so
that enables higher efficiency.
Safer: By utilizing technologies such as blockchain, financial institutions are able to
protect their customers better.
Available: Fintech creates cheaper financial solutions and therefore has
significantly increased the accessibility of financial services across the underprivileged groups and developing countries.
More diverse: Fintech empowers companies to create a large variety of financial
products that serve different needs.
Environment-friendly: Fintech reduces the use of paper and transportation
emissions.

Who uses Fintech
Internet banks that provide banking services online
Traditional financial institutions such as central banks, commercial banks,
investment banks, insurance companies, and brokerage firms
Other government and private organizations that want to enhance their
operations
Individual customers seeking better solutions for their financial lives

Global Landscape of Fintech
Fintech is growing rapidly with over $135.7 billion investment into the industry in
2019. As of February 2020, there are more than 20,000 Fintech startups across the
world.
Existing financial and technology hubs lead the revolution.
Beijing, San Francisco, New York, London, Shanghai, Hangzhou, and Shenzhen
are observed as global Fintech hubs.
Fintech are more popular among consumers in developing countries than
those in high-income countries.
More than 80% of consumers in China, India, Russia, and South Africa have
been using Fintech while the adoption rate in the U.S. is only 46%.
Governments are playing increasingly active roles in Fintech development.
Regulations are essential for healthy growth of the industry, while some worry
about red-tapes that hinder the innovation.
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Applications of Fintech
1. Digital Payment
Cashless payment made through digital devices

Digital Payment
Method: Bank cards, mobile devices
Remote transaction
Low sanitary risk
No fake money
Easy to keep record
High Transparency

Traditional Payment
Method: Cash, checks
Face-to-face transaction
High sanitary risk
Possible to receive fake money
Difficult to keep record
Low transparency

Examples digital payment companies

*Click the icons to find out more.

How digital payment works
The essence of digital payment is linking a payer's money account to a receiver's
through a medium that enables online transaction.
Digital payment is applied in various scenarios such as online and offline shopping,
cost splitting among friends, and bill payment.
A customer can make a payment by taping a card or a digital device at a machine,
providing bank information (as in the cases of Visa and Mastercard), digital
payment account information (as in the case of PayPal), a unique QR-code (as in
the cases of WeChat Pay and Alipay), or by face or fingerprint (as in the case of
Apple Pay).

Implications of applying digital payment
Payment becomes efficient as payers and receivers do not need to show up in
person to finish the transaction.
It empowers online business and catalyzes the transformation and
globalization of service industry.
Digital wallets such as M-Pesa in Africa allow users without bank accounts to
make online payments, lifting the life quality of under-privileged people and
expanding the local markets.
It increases the transparency of transaction and therefore curbs crimes.
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Applications of Fintech
2. Online Banking
A system that allows customers of a financial institution to make financial or
non-financial transactions on the Internet

Online Banking
Accessible anywhere at anytime with
Internet connection
No queuing time
Fast transaction carried out by
computer
Paperless process
Minimal mistakes in transaction

Traditional Banking
Limited accessibility with confined time
and places
Customers need to queue up for
services
Slow transaction carried out by human
Large amount of paper work
Higher error rate in transaction

Examples online banking tools

*Click the icons to find out more.

How online banking works
Most of the existing online banking is an upgraded service provided by
traditional banks.
By using online banking services, customers are able to receive the services
provided in brick-and-mortar banks.
To enjoy such convenience, a customer needs to start by opening an online
account through the website or mobile application (app) of the bank he or she
is using.
After that, the customer can log in to the account and choose services from lists
on the interface.

Implications of applying online banking
Convenient banking leads to higher productivity of individuals and
organizations.
It also encourages banks to develop new products for their customers.
Online banking enables transactions during lockdowns, which keeps the
financial system functioning in emergency circumstances.
By making transactions and sending notifications without paper, the method
significantly reduces carbon footprint and save forests.
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Applications of Fintech (Cont')
3. Digital Insurance
Digitalized insurance services provided online

Digital Insurance
Lower operational costs
More affordable
Easy for customers to compare
different products
Simple buying process
Straightforward claiming procedure
Minimal paperwork

Traditional Insurance
High operational costs
Less affordable
Difficult for customers to compare
different products
Complex buying process
Complicated claiming procedure
Large amount of paperwork

Examples of digital insurers

*Click the icons to find out more.

How digital insurance works
Digital insurance moves the offline process of insurance transaction online.
Customers can check different schemes from various insurance companies online
and choose the plans they want to purchase.
Customers then fill in the information needed and pay for the insurance products
online to complete the transaction.

Implications of applying digital insurance
More people can get insured due to the higher affordability of digital insurance.
Digital insurance provides strong assistance for customers in decision making
without salespersons.
Less paperwork reduces the complexity and mistakes in transactions.
Convenient claiming process helps the customers collect compensation easier and
encourages more people to enroll in insurance plans so that to get protection.
Customized insurance products become possible as companies are able to
utilize customers' personal data to design plans that fit their needs.
Big data help insurance companies to optimize their business model and yield
higher profit without lifting the prices.
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4. Crowdfunding
Financing with capital from a large number of sources

Crowdfunding
A large number of contributors,
usually individuals
Each source provides small amount
of money
Ideas of the projects are publicized
Promoters have the control of the
projects
Easier to get start

Traditional Fundraising
One or a handful of contributors
Each source provides large amount of
money
Ideas of the projects are usually kept
confidential
Promoters share the control with the
investors
Difficult to get start

Examples of crowdfunding website

*Click the icons to find out more.

How crowdfunding works
A company, interest group, or individual posts the ideas of a certain project on a
crowdfunding website. The project could be a product, a business idea, a political
demand, or a donation request.
Anyone who see this project on the Internet can offer her or his support for it by
transferring a sum of money. Based on the nature of the project, the supporter
could get nothing or some return in different forms in the future.

Implications of applying crowdfunding
By substantially bringing down the thresholds of fundraising, crowdfunding
enables small organizations and individuals to realize their ideas by gathering
the support from the public.
As a consequence, the method entices more players into the market and therefore
boosts competition.
Crowdfunding fosters innovation as fund seekers have to share their ideas to get
funding.
Raising funds publicly on the Internet enhances globalization at the individual
level.
In addition to business and product ideas, crowdfunding is also used to draw
support for political proposals and has profoundly transformed political
campaigns around the world.
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5. Online peer-to-peer (P2P) lending
A scheme that allows direct lending between individuals unknown to each other

Online P2P lending
Lenders and borrowers are directly
connected
Investors are able to choose among
different loans
More flexible in rate setting
Lower thresholds on creditworthiness
and other requirements
Higher risks due to immature
regulation system

Traditional lending
Financial institutions as the brokers for
lenders and borrowers
Investors might not know who they
are investing
Low flexibility in rate setting
Higher thresholds on creditworthiness
and other requirements
Lower risks due to established
regulation system

Examples of P2P lending platforms

*Click the icons to find out more.

How P2P lending works
Players in P2P lending:
Individual borrowers
Individual investors, or lenders
P2P lending platforms, which enables matching of the borrowers and investors
A borrower issues a loan request on a P2P lending platform, a investor on the
platform sees the request and decides whether to lend money to the borrower.
Once a investor chooses a receiver, the two parties could strike a deal through an
online or offline channel. In some cases, they are able to negotiate on the interest
rates.

Implications of applying P2P lending
The flexibility and lower thresholds of P2P lending make the method accessible to
small-to-medium enterprises (SMEs) and individuals that are not qualified for
traditional lending from financial institutions.
It generates liquidity in financial market.
However, P2P lending could bring devastating disruption if not well-regulated.
China, where a dramatic rise of P2P lending was seen in 2014 and 2015, has been
cracking down P2P lending since 2019 after a wave of scandals.
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6. Digital Currencies
Currencies that are available only in electronic or digital form

Types of digital currencies:
Asset-backed digital currencies: M-Pesa
Branded currencies: loyalty points, game credits, BarterCard
Cryptocurrencies: Bitcoin (BTC or XBT), Ethereum (ETH), Ripple (XRP), Litecoin
(LTC), Tether (USDT), Libra (LIBRA), Monero (XMR), EOS (EOS), Binance Coin (BNB),
Peercoin (PPC), Dogecoin (DOGE)

Cryptocurrencies
Virtual currencies
Managed by a network, typically a
blockchain
Safer, as the ownership are
cryptographically secure
Highly trackable
Minimal transaction costs

Traditional Currencies
Fiat money and commodity money
Managed by authorities of states
through central banks
Less safe, as the change of ownership
could leave little trail
Difficult to be tracked accurately
Higher transaction costs

How cryptocurrencies work: Bitcoin as an example
Bitcoin is the earliest-created and widest-used cryptocurrency.
It is based on a blockchain, a chain of data blocks that store the information of
every transaction within the network.
Whenever a transaction happens, there will be a copy of the new record created in
each of the block. Once generated, the records cannot be removed or rewrite.
As such, the transaction information remain intact even if one or some of the
blocks are damaged.
Anyone can create bitcoins through a process called "mining", which requires
computing power to create new blocks. The reward of creating a new block varies
from time to time. Since May 2020, one can generate 6.25 bitcoin for each block.

Implications of applying digital currencies
Cryptocurrencies could decentralize the existing monetary system once the
trust in technology trumps that in traditional financial institutions.
It could marginalize the function of traditional banks and weaken the control
of governments.
It significantly increases the transparency of the transactions and will potentially
help prevent crimes such as corruption, money laundry, and drug transaction.
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The China-United States Exchange Foundation is an independent, non-profit and nongovernmental foundation committed to the belief that a positive and peaceful relationship
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platforms to encourage constructive dialogue and diverse exchanges between the people of the
U.S. and China.
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